
Porcelain Laying Technique — 10mm 

We Recommend Porcelain is laid as follows: 

1. SUB BASE  

Option 1 

A minimum 75mm of well compacted hard-core base.  

Option 2 

A minimum 50mm of concrete bed 

2. SCREED 

Porcelain must be laid on a fully cured screed containing 

 SBR in the mix at a minimum depth of 30mm.  

Option 1  

Sharp sand screed requiring curing time  

Option 2  

Larsen’s bedding mortar requiring curing time 

3. ADHESIVE 

10mm combed bed of Larsen’s fast set flexible tile adhesive equates to a full 5mm layer. 

4. GROUTING 

Larsen's universal flexible and exterior grout, using minimum 5mm tile spacers.  

5. SEALING  

We recommend you seal the grout using ‘DRY TREAT STAIN PROOF’, however this is not necessary for the 

tiles.  

1. Sub Base  

2. Screed  

3. Adhesive  

4. Grouting & 5. Sealing   

 

This is the method of laying recommended by Silverland Stone. Please check with your builder/landscaper, as they may 

have their own technique. 



Porcelain Laying Technique — 20mm 
We Recommend Porcelain is laid as follows: 

1. SUB BASE  

A minimum of 100mm of well compacted sub base.  

 

2. BEDDING MORTAR 

Sharp sand and cement at a ratio of 5:1, with 250ml SBR added in 

the mix.  

 

3. PRIMING SLURRY 

Paint a thin coat of Watered Down Larsen’s  tile adhesive on the 

back of each tile, ensuring that the whole of the back is coated. Place and tap the tile down while both the 

adhesive and bedding mortar are still wet. This will create a chemical bond between the  

components. 

 

4. GROUTING 

Use Larsen’s flexible tile grout, with a minimum gap of 5mm. 

 

5. SEALING  

It is recommended that the grout is sealed using ‘ Dry Treat Stain Proof’. This is not necessary for the tiles. 

 

1. Sub Base  

2. Bedding Mortar 

3. Priming Slurry 

4. Grouting & 5. Sealing   

This is the method of laying recommended by Silverland Stone. Please check with your builder/landscaper, as they may 

have their own technique. 


